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Question Answer 

Q1. Are you able to bundle Oyez 

forms? 

Assessing this is down as a phase II item. The Oyez 

application does contain an “export to PDF” feature that 

can be utilised. However, this approach may not work for 

server-side PDF builds. 

Q2. Will the documents be in 

chronological order, or can we 

decide what order they go in? 

You can dictate the order by dragging items in a bundle up 

and down the list. 

 

Q3. On the set up where do we 

get the information from to input 

here? 

If you have outsourced your IT contact them for the SQL 

server name and port number and regarding the certificate 

more details mentioned in the manual how to set this up. 

Q4. Can emails be added to the 

bundle? 

Yes, both MSG and EML formats. 

Q5. Can hyperlinks be added to 

the contents page? 

Yes. They are automatically added. 

 

Q6. Is this available free of 

charge for all current Liberate 

users or only those with the new 

per user per month licencing 

model? 

Linetime no longer operate modules and therefore, 

Document Bundling will be available as outlined within 

User Groups. 

Q7. On our Liberate system, we 

do not have the Briefs tab as 

demonstrated. I presume that we 

will need a more updated 

version of Liberate if that is 

correct? 

To access Document Bundling, all clients will need to be 

using Liberate SE V3.0.297.0 (also hot fixed into 

V3.0.293.2), and the windows service “Linetime Service” 

V1.0.0.1. 

Q8. Can we create different ToC 

templates? 

Not at present, though ToC templates are a future 

development. 

Q9. Not related to bundles - is 

there a way you can amend a 

PDF i.e. fill and sign then save 

the PDF to liberate directly? 

This is not currently available within Liberate, but 

document bundling will let you edit the PDF in any third-

party software before sending or saving to the Case. 

Q10. How do you discover what 

the Brief number is? 

It can be added to the “Brief Items” grid using the column 

chooser. We will add this to the Briefs list in a future 

development. 

Q11. Can you add a date that 

isn't the create or modified date? 

Not at present. Further information would be required to 

make this a future development item. 



 

Q12. If you need to find a 

password, can you go back into 

the history and search for the 

password whilst bundling? 

There is an existing field on a Case, in Case Properties, 

called “Document Password” designed to store the 

password used for documents on the Case. It is not 

currently utilised by Document Bundling but a Phase II 

item is to automatically try the password in the field on any 

password protected documents. 

Q13. Is there a manual for this? Yes, one will be available, which contains a matrix 

highlighting what we have covered, what’s in phase 2 and 

stuff what we have not decide on yet whether they will be 

added or not 

Q14. If you wish to add one or 

more sections that are not based 

on document category is that 

possible? 

No, you can only rename Sections that have been created 

from a document category. Allowing the creation of AdHoc 

Sections is a future development but further information 

will be required. 

Q15. After this webinar, will we 

be provided with a step by step 

how to guide? I would find this 

really helpful. 

Yes, please see question 13. 

Q16. Does it paginate the 

bundle? 

Yes, and there are a range of options for numbering 

pages. 

Q17. Is there the ability to restart 

page numbers at the start of 

each section.  For example, 

documents in Section A being 

numbered pages A1 - 5 and then 

documents in Section B being 

numbered pages B1 - 5? 

You can include the section number as part of your 

pagination format, so yes. You cannot include the “Page 

within section” until Phase II. 

Q18. Can you customise the 

summary pages? 

No, other than to exclude them. 

Q19. Is there any branding 

options available for the 

index/contents page? 

Not within the initial release. This requirement has been 

captured as a development in the future. 

 

Q20. If you have 

submitted/exchanged the bundle 

already can you add additional 

documents but keep the current 

page numbering for existing 

document but add say letters to 

the newly added document? 

Only if the new documents are added to the end of the 

Brief, otherwise their insertion would force a renumbering 

of any pages after them. 

Q21. If you move the position of 

the documents - does the 

Yes. The page numbers are calculated every time the PDF 

is bundled. 



 

pagination update 

automatically? 

Q22. Are you able to provide a 

summary as to what is coming in 

Phase 2? 

This is available in the manual which has been updated as 

a result of this feedback. 

Q23. If you can add emails, will it 

split the email chain down or 

does it just add the email? 

It will just add the email. 

Q24. With emails, if they can be 

put in, is the system able to pick 

up certain emails to different 

people e.g. emails with client, 

email with other side? 

Not automatically. The user can hand-pick emails to 

include in the Brief. Given the recipients and sender is 

included in the history narrative, it is possible to filter 

history by an email address to get a list of emails where 

that address was involved – from here you can “select all” 

and “add to brief”. 

Q25. Can you create bundles if 

the case is locked by another 

user? 

I believe history is not locked due to multi-user access, so 

you should be able to – however multiple users saving 

changes to the same bundle will result in the one who 

saves first losing their changes. 

Q26. Can we add a letter to the 

paginated number? 

Yes e.g. “p.#A” will result in ”p.1”, “p.2”, “p.3” etc 

Q27. When you have a password 

protected document, are you 

able to go back into the History 

to check the password, or does 

it freeze? 

The bundle generation will not stop when a password 

protected document is hit – it will inform the user at the 

end of the bundling if a document failed to bundle for that 

reason. Bundle generation does not freeze the UI anyway 

and you can go into history when a document is bundling. 

Best practice is to create the bundle, then check the error 

column for any items that need a password. 

Q28. Does it convert word 

documents to PDF 

automatically? 

Yes 

Q29. Can you bundle an entire 

file? 

So month by month or one whole PDF (albeit a large one). 

Yes you can bundle all history items on a file. You can use 

history filters/criteria to show a certain month’s worth of 

history and send that to a Brief to bundle. 

Q30. With the page numbering if 

you are in section A will it start 

at A1 etc and then when go to 

Section B say B1 etc? 

The user can specify the pagination format. They can 

include any combination of “Absolute Page Number”, 

“Content Item Page Number” and “Section Number”. 

Additionally, the “Section Number” can be one of “Letter 

(AB…AA,AB)”, “Number (1,2…27,28)” or “Letter and 

Number (1A, 1B…2A,2B)” 



 

Q31. Can you preview individual 

documents whilst in the bundle? 

Yes using the bookmarks. You can also Preview 

documents within the Brief screen, using the same 

preview window that is available in History. 

Q32. Export location - does it 

export as one bundle? 

No, the export does not bundle the history items into a 

PDF, it exports the individual files as they are stored in the 

DMS, optionally creating a folder structure mirroring the 

category structure. Non file types, such as notes, are 

exported as a summary report items, which are individual 

PDFs. 

Q33. Can Kiran show an email 

being added to the bundle 

please on this session? 

We will organise a second webinar based on phase 2 and 

then include this if the feature is available 

Q34. In phase two will you be 

able to password protect a 

generated PDF? 

Have added to future development requirements.  

As a workaround: Our email from history functionality 

allows you to add passwords to PDFs. You could then 

extract the password protected PDF from the email before 

sending, if you didn’t want to email the PDF. 

Q35. Do you have to have Adobe 

DC and can you add page labels 

to your finished bundle? 

No, Document Bundling makes no use of Adobe DC. You 

can attach a PDF to history and preview it in Liberate 

without using any third-party software. However, when you 

elect to “Open PDF” from within Briefs, Liberate uses 

whichever application is associated with PDFs on your 

local machine – this is typically Adobe DC but will work 

with any other PDF software. If nothing is associated with 

PDFs you will not be able to open the PDF like that. 

Page Labels: Once the bundle is finished, it can be 

opened and edited in any software you like before it is 

attached to the Case. This provides an opportunity to 

create Page Labels and Annotations if you possess the 

necessary software. A Phase II item for Linetime is to look 

at adding something built in that can add Annotations. We 

can assess Page Labels too but it is likely these would 

need to be created as part of the PDF Generation, like 

page numbers are. 

Q36. How do we get this feature?   We have the earlier style way of creating bundles and 

we're on version 3.0.249.3. Need an upgrade and to be on 

premium 

Q37. When will phase 2 be 

coming out? 

We always planned a Phase II soon after we had feedback 

from Phase I. Cannot give exact date but we have a raft of 

features in the list already so would like to target early this 

year (2022). 



 

Q38. Can you send pdf via a 

link? 

This is not built into Liberate. You would need to put the 

PDF on the sharing platform of your choice (Teams, 

SharePoint, DropBox, Wimi etc) and have it generate the 

Link for you. We can assess something built into our web 

server software (Client Connect) if this is a popular 

request. 

Q39. Does it have the facility to 

allow the Redacting of 

documents? 

No. This is another development item we have captured 

and will actively look to implement if there is enough 

support from the user group.  

 

Q40. Is there a facility to send 

links to court for large bundle 

documents 

See Q38. 

  

 


